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Abstract 
Through the coproduct of two nearness frames we prove the localic version of the 
Tamano-Dowker type theorems for nearness spaces as obtained by Bentley (1991). As an 
application we show that the underlying frame of a normal nearness frame may fail to be 
normal. 
Introduction 
In the realm of nearness paces, Bentley [4] has found “. . . improvements of the 
theorems of Tamano and Dowker” in the sense that the nearness pace analogue of 
these theorems is concerned only with normality and makes no mention of paracom- 
pactness. 
In this paper we establish the frame-theoretic version of Bentley’s result. It will 
be noted that our proofs are not mere mimicry of the arguments in the point-bound 
case. 
1. Basic notions 
Recall that a frame (or locale, if one’s arrows point in the Isbellian direction) is 
a complete lattice L satisfying the distribution law 
a A VS=V{u A S(SES}, 
for all a E L and S c L. We denote by 0 and 1 the bottom and top elements of 
L respectively. A frame morphism is a map h : L + M between frames which preserves 
arbitrary joins, including 0, and all finitary meets, including 1. A frame L is called 
regular if each a E L satisfies a = V {x E L 1 x z a}, where x z a means that x A y = 0 
and a v y = 1 for some y E L. It is called completely regular if, for each a E L, 
-- 
a = V {x E LI x z z a}, where xc <a means that there is a doubly indexed sequence 
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(x.k), n = 0, 1, . . . ,; k=O,l,..., 2”,suchthat 
- 
x = x.0, Xn,k<Xn,k+l, x, 2n = a, X n,k = Xn+1,2k 
for all n = 0, 1, . . . , and k = 0, 1, . . ,2”. L is called compact if, for each E G L, VE = 1 
implies that VF = 1 for some finite F G E. For any frame L, we denote by /?L its 
compact completely regular coreflection (see [ 11). 
We denote by OX the frame of open sets of a topological space X. For general 
background on frames, and unexplained notation, we refer to [7]. 
We follow K?ii and Pultr [S] in defining coproduct L @ M of two frames L and M. 
For a E L and b E M we define a 0 b as in [S] and highlight the fact that elements of 
this form generate L 0 M as a frame. The following easy observation is useful. 
Observation 1. (1) OL 8 M = I (1,0) u 1 (0, 1). 
(2) a@b=OifSa=Oorb=O. 
(3) u 0 (Vbi) = V(U 0 bi), and (VUi) @ b = V(ui @ b). 
(4) (a@ b) A (cad) = (a A c)@(b A d). 
(5) a I c and b < d imply a @ b I c 0 d. 
(6) 0 # a 0 b I c 0 d implies a I c and b I d. 
A cover of a frame L is a subset C with VC = 1. For covers C and D we say C refines 
D, and write C I D, in case for each c E C there is d E D such that c < d. In general, for 
any relation 8 on L, we write C 8 D if for each c E C there exists d E D with c 0 d. The 
coverC A Disdefinedtobe{c A dJcEC,dED}.ForanyxELandA G Lwedefine 
Ax = V {u E Ala A x # 01. A cover A is a star rejinement of a cover B if 
(Axlx E A} I B. Th e collection of all covers of L is denoted by Cov(L). 
Definition. A nearness on a frame L is a collection p of covers of L such that 
(1) if U E p and U refines I/ then also V E p, and 
(2)ifU,V~~thenVA V={(~AU(~EUUEI/}E~. 
Thus this notion generalizes that of a uniformity in that one does not require the 
star refinement property. 
Similarly as with uniformities one defines 
y<,xiffIUEp, V(uluA y#O}<x 
and one says that p is compatible if 
vx, x = V{YlY <px}. 
A nearness frame is a frame together with a compatible nearness. 
If (L,p) is a nearness frame, the covers in p are called nearness covers. A map 
h: (L, p) + (M, v) between nearness frames is called a nearness map if it is a frame 
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morphism between L and M, and for each A E p, h[A] = {h(a)1 a E A} E v. The 
category of nearness frames and nearness maps is denoted by NFRM. Banaschewski 
[2] has observed that: 
(i) A frame has a compatible nearness iff it is regular. 
(ii) For a regular frame L, any filter p c Cov(L) containing all finite covers is 
a compatible nearness on L. Hence Cov(L) is a compatible nearness on any 
regular frame L. 
(iii) If L is a compact regular frame, then Cov(L) is the only compatible nearness 
on L. 
A nearness frame (L, p) is said to be: 
(i) regular if each nearness cover A there is a nearness cover B such that B <,A, 
(ii) contigual if each nearness cover is refined by a finite nearness cover, 
(iii) normal if it is regular and if (L, pc) where 
llc={A~~L(3finiteB~~withB1A} 
is also regular. 
Note 1. Contigual nearness frames form a coreflective subcategory of NFRM; the 
(L,pc) above is the coreflection of (L,p) (see [S]). 
Note 2. Note that the regularity and normality defined here are new notions related 
to the nearness tructure (in a (L, p), which is not necessarily a regular nearness frame, 
the L is, of course, always a regular frame; on the other hand, we will present below an 
example of a normal nearness frame such that the underlying frame is not normal). 
Note 3. (L,p,-) is regular iff for each finite A E p there is a finite B E CL with B <,A. 
Hence, by [ 10, Proposition 3.41 we can deduce that a regular frame L is normal iff the 
nearness frame (L, Cov(L)) is normal. 
2. Coproducts of nearness frames 
Let (L, p) and (M, v) be nearness frames. For A E p and B E v, set A 0 B 
= (UOblUEA,bEB}.S ince (a, b) E //(A @ B) for all a E A and b E B, it follows that 
for each fixed a E A, (a, VB) = (a, 1) E V(A 0 B). Hence (VA, 1) = (1,l) E V (A @ B), 
which shows that V(A 0 B) = lLeDM. 
Nowlet~Lv={CECov(LOM)IforsomeAE~andBEv,AOBIC}.Thenwe 
have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1. (L @ M,p @ v) is a nearness frame. 
Proof. That p 0 v is a nearness follows easily from Observation 1. In order to prove 
compatibility we first show that if x <,,a and y <,, b, then x 0 y -cpe “a 0 b. Choose 
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A E p and B E v such that Ax I a and By I b. By (2) and (4) in the Observation 1 we 
have 
(c 0 d) A (x 0 y) # 0 * (c A x) 0 (d A y) # 0 
*cAx#OanddAy#O. 
Consequently, 
(A 0 B) (x 0 y) = v {c 0 d E A 0 BJ(c 0 d) A (x 0 y) # 0} 
sV{c@dEAOBlcAx#O,dAy#O} 
<aOb, 
since c E A and c A x # 0 imply c < a; d E B and d A y # 0 imply d 5 b; and further- 
more (c, d) I (a, b) implies c @ d I a 0 b. Now 
a@b = V{XELIX cpa) V(y~Mly <,b} 
by (3) in Observation 1 and what we have shown above. Thus a 0 b = 
V(DELOMID <,,@v a @ b}. Since the elements a @ b form a base for L 0 M, we 
have that p @ v is a compatible nearness on L 0 M. 0 
Remark. From the proof of the foregoing proposition we deduce immediately that 
(L 0 M, p 0 v) is regular whenever each summand is regular. 
3. The main result 
We start by proving a localic counterpart of a theorem of Herrlich [6], which is the 
kingpin in the study of products of normal nearness paces. Our proof is modelled on 
Herrlich’s proof except that, where the latter uses points, we devise means of side- 
stepping them. 
Proposition 2. Let (M, v) be a contigual nearnessframe and (L, p) be any nearness frame. 
Then (L 0 M, PC 0 vc) = (L 0 M, (p 0 v)c). 
Proof. If % E pc 0 vc then for some finite A E p and some finite BE v we have 
A 0 B < %. So A 0 B is a finite element of p @ v that refines ‘37. Thus % E (p 0 v)c and 
hence ,uc 0 vc G (CL 0 v)c. 
Now let SB E (,u @ v)c and choose a finite 98 in ,u @ v that refines d. Since (M, v) is 
contigual we can find C E p and a finite DE v such that C 0 D I .28. Write 
D = {x1, . . . . x,] and AI = {B,, . . . . Bk}. Now for each xeD and BEG put 
.W,x)=i/{~~Ll~@xlB} and F, = {E(B, x)1 B E $29). Let x E D be given. Pick 
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any c E C and choose B E %I such that c @ x I B. Then c < E(B,x) E F,. This shows 
that C < F,. Therefore, F, E p for each x E D. Consequently, F = AFX(x E D) E pc. 
Note that F = {E(BI,xI), . . . . E(B,,x,)} A ... A {E(Bl,x,), . . . . E(B,,x,)}. NOW 
givenxEDandBE~wehaveE(B,x)OxIB,forifwewrite{yELlyOxIB}as 
an indexed family { y, 1 y E r}, then y, 0 x I B for each y; so ( VyY) @ x I B since 
BELOM. 
Now if we can show that F @ D I g then, in view of the fact that F and D are finite, 
we will have that ~4 E pc @ vc and the proof will be complete. So let z E F and x E D. 
Then z = E(B(‘),xI) A ... A E(B(“),x,) for some B(l), . . . , B(“) in g. Also x = x, 
for some tl~ (1, . . ..n}. So z @ x = z @ x, 5 E(B’“‘, x,) @ x, I B(“) E a. Thus 
F@D<g. 0 
Remark. One sees easily that the conclusion in Proposition 2 is still true if it is the first 
summand which is assumed to be contigual. 
In what follows we call a nearness frame uniform if each nearness cover is star 
refined by a nearness cover. We say it is proximal if it is contigual and uniform. It is 
shown in [S] that a contigual nearness frame is uniform iff it is regular. Thus 
a nearness frame is proximal iff it is contigual and regular. Metrizable frames are 
defined precisely as in Pultr [9]. 
Theorem. For any nearness frame (L, p) the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) (L, p) is normal. 
(2) For every proximal nearness frame (M, v), (L 0 M, p 0 v) is normal. 
(3) There exists a proximal nearness frame (M,v) such that (L 0 M, p 0 v) is 
normal. 
(4) For every compact regular frame M, (L 0 M, p 0 Cov (M)) is normal. 
(5) There exists a compact regular frame M such that (L 0 M, p 0 Cov(M) is 
normal. 
(6) For every compact metrizable frame M, (L 0 M, p 0 Cov(M)) is normal. 
(7) There exists a compact metrizable frame M such that (L 0 M, p 0 Cov(M)) is 
normal. 
(8) (L 0 /?L, p 0 Cov(flL)) is normal. 
(9) (L 0 o[O, 11, p 0 Cov(o[O, 11)) is normal. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2): Since (L, p) and (M, v) are both regular, (L 0 M, p 0 v) is regular. 
Since (M, v) is contigual, v = vc. Therefore, both (L, pc) and (M, vc) are regular. Hence, 
in view of Proposition 2, (L 0 M, (p 0 v)~) = (L 0 M, uc 0 vc) is regular. 
(2) * (3) is trivial since proximal nearness frames do exist; e.g. (2, Cov(2)). 
(3)==-(l): LetA~~.Since{l}~v,A@{l}~~@vandsowecanfindV~~@v 
such that V < ,~,A~{1}.LetC~~andD~vbesuchthatC0D1~.Weclaim 
that C <,A. To show this let 0 # c E C and pick a nonzero d E D. Then there exists 
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a E A such that c 0 d < p8 “a 0 1. We will show that c <,a which will prove our 
claim. Pick U E /J and W E v such that (U 0 W) (c @ d) < a 0 1. Then we have 
by (3) of the Observation 1 
= bu VW (u@ w) 
uhc#O whd#O 
=V{u@wd@ Wl(u@w) A (c@d)#O} 
Now UC # 0 and Wd # 0 since c # 0 and d # 0. Therefore, UC @ Wd # 0, and hence 
UC I a, as required. 
Next, let B E ,U be finite. Then B 0 {l} is finite and hence there exists a finite 
~EP@V such that 9 c~,,~,,B@{l} since (L 0 M, p 0 v) is normal. By the con- 
tigualness of (M,v) we can find a finite H E v and an element G of p such that 
GOHI~.ForeachXE~andeachdEH,putE(X,d)=V{gEGlgOdIX}and 
Fd = {E(X,d))X E g}. A n argument similar to that in Proposition 2 shows that 
G I Fd for each d E H. Hence, F = AF,,(d E D) E p and F 0 H I 23 as in Proposition 
2. Consequently, F @ H c,, e y B @ {l}. As above, we deduce that F is a finite member 
of ,U with F cp B; so (I,, p) is normal. 
(2) =z. (4): Banaschewski and Pultr [3] show that for every compact regular frame 
M, (M, Cov(M)) is uniform. Since it is also contigual, it is also proximal. 
(4) * (3) is trivial; (4) = (5) = (3) is trivial; (4) * (6) j (7) = (5) is trivial, and 
(4) 3 (8) =E= (5) is trivial. 
(4) * (9) * (5): This is also trivial since any topological space X is compact iff OX 
is compact. 0 
As an application we show that the underlying frame of a normal nearness frame 
does not have to be normal. Note however that, with the axiom of Countable 
Dependent Choice, the underlying frame of a normal nearness frame is completely 
regular (see [IS]). 
Example. Recall that a Dowker space is a normal Hausdorff space whose 
product with the unit interval is not normal. Now let X be a Dowker space. Then 
0X is a normal regular frame; so (oX,Cov(oX)) is a normal nearness frame. 
Consequently, (0X 0 0 [0, 11, Cov(oX) 0 Cov(o[O, 11)) is normal. Since [0, 11 is lo- 
cally compact, OX @ o[O, l] is isomorphic to o(X x [0, 11) and is therefore not 
normal. 
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